**NEW stylin™**

Customize and transform shoes, purses, accessories and more into a unique personal work of art, or breathe new life into worn or vintage pieces.

- Flexible paint specially formulated to prevent cracking or peeling
- Penetrates the surface to create a seamless, durable finish
- Ideal for leather, vinyl, canvas, and more
- Satin finish
**NEW**

**stylin™ starter kit** DASK426
- Includes 8 - 2-oz. regular satin colors

**NEW**

**stylin™ 3.0mm refillable custom paint marker** DAS270
- Includes 1 - 3.0mm refillable marker and 2 - specially designed nibs
- DIY precision pen, perfect for use with Stylin leather paints
- Ultimate control & customizable to any color
- For easy flow, paint must be diluted as directed
- Designed for long life and ease of use with acrylics

**COMING SOON!**
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